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The Bernoulli numbers and polynomials can be characterized via the exponential
generating function (e.g.f.)

where I’ve used the umbral notation and

implying

Two useful properties of the Bernoulli polynomials (indeed for any Appell sequence) are

where , and

To obtain an expression for the formal derivatives of an analytic function in terms of the Bernoulli
numbers note that the derivative of a function may be expressed as



For a function analytic in a neighborhood about the origin and for in that neighborhood, this
reduces to

,

implying

The same result follows, of course, by substituting for .

To obtain higher derivatives, iterate:

where the repeated convolution



determines

with replaced by in the multinomial expansion for and .

Equivalently, are the Norlund generalized Bernoulli numbers, which are
self-convolutions of the Bernoulli numbers with

Defining the Norlund generalized Bernoulli polynomials as an Appell sequence with the e.g.f.

we have from above

In particular, letting , gives

Reprising,

https://mathworld.wolfram.com/NorlundPolynomial.html


which is consistent with the general relation that the ’th finite difference of a polynomial of
degree less than in the summation variable vanishes.

This implies that

Re-indexing with

Illustration (and sanity check) with and :

Taylor series expansions give

The umbral convolution formulas consistently give



The first few Norlund generalized Bernoulli polynomials for are

consistent with

Checking

for ,



.

_______________________________________________

The Divided Powers

Now look at

Setting consistently gives

Setting and gives

All Appell polynomial sequences have as their lowering operator and the Norlund
generalized convolutional Bernoulli polynomials are Appell sequences, so

as noted above. Consequently, taking the derivative of both sides of
our general equation gives

for with any generalized Bernoulli polynomial with index less than zero vanishing.

Re-indexing with and ,



and we return to our original relation

For another check, consider again

with replaced by and ; that is,

For , consistently the equation reduces to

and for ,



_______________________________________________

The Catalan Numbers

From the post “The Lagrange Inversion Theorem and the Lagrange Reversion Theorem,” the
compositional inverse in of

Is given by

For ,

and

The numerical coefficients (1, 1, 2, 5, 14, ...) are the Catalan numbers, , of OEIS
A000108.

In terms of the finite differences of the Norlund generalized Bernoulli polynomials,

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/the-lagrange-reversion-theorem-and-the-lagrange-inversion-formula/
https://oeis.org/A000108
https://oeis.org/A000108


,

so

__________
__________

Spot check:

,

and

_______________________________________________

The Fuss-Catalan Sequences

The same machinations apply to the sequences of Fuss-Catalan numbers with replaced by
for . Repeating the formulation above,

For ,

and



.

For , we have the Catalan numbers A000108 = (1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430,...); for
, A001764 = (1, 1, 3, 12, 55, 273, 1428,...); and, for , A002293 = (1, 1, 4, 22, 140,

969, …).

In terms of the finite differences of the Norlund generalized Bernoulli polynomials,

,

so

.

__________
__________

Spot check:

With and , should have ,

and, consistently,

https://oeis.org/A000108
https://oeis.org/A001764
https://oeis.org/A002293


_________
_________


